SEASON # 1

EPISODE # 2 QUARTER # 1

THEME: AWARENESS THROUGH HONESTY
TITLE:

OUR WHY: SPOILER ALERT, IT'S YOU

MONOLOGUE QUESTION: Do you believe your vision, voice and
victories energize possibilities for growth in your community?

SEGMENT GOAL: Plant the seed for more believing---because
there is a realm of possibilities being overlooked, leaving
community needs unserved.

KEY POINTS:
§ Nothing I say is new and yet everything I say is true for
someone
§ You are more than your body and your energy is everywhere
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§ You are a friend, co-worker, mother, daughter, son, father,
child, leader sister, brother, employer, and more
§ You are the hub, your roles are the spokes---the conduits of
energy that impact understanding, support, love, and the
development of meaningful relationships
§ You are the center of influence in culture, in community
§ Your energy elevates and encourages perceptions and you
often place your energies into your vision, voice and victories
§ You can speak into existence, feel into existence, and think
into existence
§ So if you believe in your power, there is more room for more
believing in the realm of possibilities for all things overlooked,
things which have yet to be unlocked, unleashed, understood
§ You are the reason positive impact can be achieved
§ See ME was creatively conceived and deeply rooted in this
realization, we are anchored to specifically serve you as you
discover your power, as you achieve greater understanding,
as you seek greater impact
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CTA: Energize yourself---your vision, your voice, your victories;
Be thankful to know YOU are loved, valued, and supported

CREATIVE CONNECTION: Aeronauts Movie-Quote: "So, we tell
our story not for the purposes of pleasure but for the advancement
of knowledge and for the good of us all."

MANTRA: Nothing I say is new and yet everything I say is true for
someone. May I serve the someone who finds truth in this space.
May I plant the seed for more believing and energize possibilities
for growth in their community.
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